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About me

• ~10 years of research in Big Data and distributed computing 
• Research projects

• Human Brain Project, Severo Ochoa, I- bidaas, Intel exascale lab
• Industrial collaborations

• FCA, Telefonica, Caixa, Intel, IBM, Athos, 
• 1 patent published in USA & EU: distributed indexed
• NoSQL, databases and distributed storage and computing. 

• ~ 2 years in business
• Founder and CEO of Qbeast Analytics,  spin-off of the Barcelona supercomputing Center. 
• VC backed startup with 12 employees that focuses on open source development for data 

lakes/ data lakehouse. 
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dern-data-infrastructure/

https://design-principles-for-data-spaces.org/download/104/

https://mattturck.com/data2021/



Where's Wally?



Prehistoric mainframe era



The data warehouse



The data warehouse



The data warehouse data modelling ~2000

Cost to store 1 GB of data in 2000: ~ 7000$ 
Cost of 1 GB of RAM in 2000: ~ 840 000$

source: https://jcmit.net/ 



The rise of big data and Apache Hadoop - 2006

Cost to store 1 GB of data in 2006: ~ 5850$ (~22 times cheaper)
Cost of 1 GB of RAM in 2006: ~ 92 000$   (~10 times cheaper)

Storing data becomes way cheaper, we can store more info (e.g. 
raw data, high granularity, unstructured).  Distributed 
processing becomes possible/popular. 

 We move to ETL to ELT



 Apache Spark ~ 2012 

Cost to store 1 GB of data in 2014: ~ 35$ (~7 times cheaper)
Cost of 1 GB of RAM in 2014: ~ 8 500$   (~11 times cheaper)

Now we can run more operation in memory. Coupling storage 
and computation becomes less important. 



Cloud columnar databases: redshift  ~ 2012 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/redshift/latest/dg/c_high_level_system_architecture.html



Data Lakes to support data scientists ~2010/2012

Cost to store 1 GB of data in 2014: ~ 35$ (~7 times cheaper)
Cost of 1 GB of RAM in 2014: ~ 8 500$   (~11 times cheaper)



Data infrastructure evolution in the last 20 years
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Data infrastructure evolution in the last 20 years



The multimodal platform: the data lakehouse

Cost to store 1 GB of data in 2022 in s3: ~ 0.27$/year (~30 times cheaper than a 2014 hard disk with 3 years lifespan)
Cost of 1 GB of RAM in 2022: ~ 3000$   (~3 times cheaper than 2014)
Image source: https://future.a16z.com/emerging-architectures-modern-data-infrastructure/



The current data stack: focus on BI

source: https://future.a16z.com/emerging-architectures-modern-data-infrastructure/



The current data stack: multimodal data processing

source: https://future.a16z.com/emerging-architectures-modern-data-infrastructure/



The current data stack: multimodal data processing

source: https://future.a16z.com/emerging-architectures-modern-data-infrastructure/
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Delta lake: under the hood

Data and metadata are stored in an 
object store (e.g. S3). 
A table is organized as a directory 
(prefix) made of:

● Parquet files: data
● _delta_log:  ordered record 

transactions
○ Commit information
○ Add file
○ Remove file 
○ Change Metadata
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Qbeast format: 
   the most advanced format for Data Lakehouses

We use a novel statistical approach to improve how your data is organized. 
Solve your queries in the fastest, simplest and most efficient way possible.

ACID properties Multi-column index Efficient sampling Resource saving

The Qbeast format is open source and free to use:
https://github.com/Qbeast-io/qbeast-spark/

https://github.com/Qbeast-io/qbeast-spark/


The current data stack: AI&ML

source: https://future.a16z.com/emerging-architectures-modern-data-infrastructure/



Beyond the technical limits

• Organizational limits
• Bottlenecks limits of centralized data managements: defining a centralized 

source of truth
• Cognitive overload, context and ownership
• Data mesh: “the data platform version of microservices”

• Legal and geopolitical concerns
• Europe’s focus on data and tech sovereignty and the data economy.



Data engineering is not getting easier

White Paper - 2021 Data Engineering Survey
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/2866765/Whitepapers/White%20Paper%20-%202021%20Data%20Engineering%20Survey.pdf 



The data mesh: embracing data ownership

Proposed by Zhamak Dehghani in 2019, it is based on 4 main principles:

1. domain-oriented decentralized data ownership and architecture
2. data as a product

Define a domain product owner and developer for each domain, to ensure accountability.
3. self-serve data infrastructure as a platform
4. federated computational governance.  

source: https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-mesh-principles.html



The data mesh: domain driven organization data ownership

source: https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-mesh-principles.html

O: operation capabilities
P: data products 



The data mesh: microservicing data?

source: https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-mesh-principles.html

O: operation capabilities
P: data products 



European data strategy

One core concept of the European data Strategy is the concept of data spaces

● The European Strategy for data (2020) aims to make the EU a leader in a data-driven society

● The Data Governance Act (2020) facilitates data sharing across sectors and Member States

● The Data Act (2022) clarifies who can create value from data.  
● The Digital Markets Act (2023?) to ensure higher degree of competition in the European Digital 

market.



European data strategy:  International data spaces

One core concept of the European data Strategy is the concept of 
data spaces based on 10 sectors from industry to mobility, from 
European Green Deal to energy and health.

IDS are based on 4 principles: 

● Data sovereignty
Self-determination regarding its economic data good

● Data level playing field
lower the entry barriers

● Decentralized soft infrastructure: 
Function and non functional requirements of interoperability, 
portability, findability, security, privacy, trustworthiness. 

● Public-private governance:
Stakeholder representation. 

An extra-organizations data mesh?



Conclusions

A few takeaways: 

● Self-serve  and integration of data into data application is going to be a focal point.

● Data sharing, inside and outside an organization, will be one of the main topics in the next few 
years. Main problem to tackle: federated governance and reduced data movement. 

● There is a clear need to simplify and deliver easy to understand and use data products and 
platforms: data platforms should become simple and easy to understand, be a foundation for 
both analytical and operational data-driven applications.


